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1. INTRODUCTION
We propose a method for tracking the motion and intensity

Synthetic transfiguration refers to digital post-processingvariations of a 2-D mildly deformable image object using a
hierarchical 2-D mesh model. The proposed method is applied for replacing a moving image object in a real video clip
to synthetic object transfiguration, namely, replacing an object with synthetic (e.g., text and 2-D graphics) and/or natural
in a real video clip with another synthetic or natural object (e.g., still image) content. It is often employed in movie
via digital postprocessing. Successful transfiguration requires post-production, advertising, training in virtualized envi-
accurate tracking of both motion and intensity (contrast and ronments, computer guided maintenance and repair, and
brightness) variations of the object-to-be-replaced so that the consumer design, where it facilitates the generation of
replacement object can be rendered in exactly the same way ‘‘augmented reality.’’ For example, it is possible to render
from a single still picture. The proposed method is capable of

a new dress with different fabric textures or with virtualtracking image regions corresponding to scene objects with
necklaces before ordering. Synthetic transfiguration thusnonplanar and/or mildly deforming surfaces, accounting for
requires accurate tracking of the boundary, local motion,intensity variations, and is shown to be effective with real image
and intensity variations of the ‘‘object-to-be-replaced’’ insequences.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.

the original video clip, and rendering the ‘‘replacement
object’’ with the same local motion and intensity variations.

Boundary tracking has been addressed in [1–3] using a
locally deformable contour model (a.k.a. snakes [4]), and1 This work is supported in part by a National Science Foundation

SIUCRC grant and a New York State Science and Technology Founda- in [5] using a locally deformable template model. The snake
tion grant to the Center for Electronic Imaging Systems at the University model employed in [1] includes only intra-frame energy
of Rochester, and a grant by Eastman Kodak Company. constraints, such as edge energy, while [2] uses both intra-2 Formerly with Imaging Research and Advanced Development, East-

and interframe constraints. Both methods, however, lackman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY 14650-1816.
the ability of tracking rapidly moving objects because they3 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: tekalp@ee.

rochester.edu. do not have a prediction mechanism to initialize the snake.
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In order to handle large motion, [3] employs a region- a polygon (called the reference polygon). The reference
polygon may exactly coincide with the outline of the ROI,based motion prediction to guide the snake into a subse-

quent frame. However, the prediction relies on a global or it may be a larger polygon containing the ROI when
the ROI has an irregular shape. A 2-D mesh (called the(i.e., not locally varying) motion assumption, and thus may

not be satisfactory when there are local deformations reference mesh) is then fit to the reference polygon. The
tracking of the reference mesh in a subsequent frame iswithin the boundary. The deformable template model pro-

posed in [5] is shown to be successful in tracking locally guided by the estimated motion at the corners of the refer-
ence polygon. This initialization of the mesh in a subse-deformable objects and partly handling occlusions. How-

ever, the method of [5] requires a training phase and thus quent frame is referred to as mesh propagation. The mo-
tion (or displacement) at the corners of the referenceit is applicable only for long image sequences.

Local motion within a region of interest (ROI) is com- polygon is estimated using a novel block matching algo-
rithm which employs motion models ranging in complex-monly estimated by means of 2-D mesh models, which first

became popular in very low bit-rate video coding applica- ity from translation to perspective transformation. It is
assumed that the actual boundary of the ROI in ations. A motion compensation method based on control

grid interpolation for use in video compression is proposed subsequent frame remains completely inside the displaced
reference polygon in that frame. Next, the initial locationsin [6] where the nodes of a mesh with rectangular patches

have been used as the control grids. Nakaya and Harashima of the nodes of the mesh are refined using a hierarchical
suggested a locally optimum search method for 2-D mesh scheme based on image intensity matching. The hierarchi-
based motion estimation in [7]. Adaptive extensions of the cal approach employs a set of coarse-to-fine mesh models;
mesh models have been proposed in [8–10] based on node it thus reduces the sensitivity of the proposed method
point selection and energy optimization. Hierarchical ex- to the size of mesh elements and provides significant
tensions of mesh models based on quadtree decomposition computational savings. The proposed method compen-
have been studied in [11, 12]. Szeliski and Shum also pro- sates for intensity variations using a spatially continuous
posed a hierarchical mesh model for motion estimation in model. It associates a set of contrast and brightness
[12]. They have suggested a global closed form solution parameters with each node of the 2-D mesh and bilinearly
using conjugate gradient optimization. However, in their interpolates the contrast and brightness parameters for
solution, the preservation of the connectivity of the mesh each pixel within a patch from those of the nodes of
elements is not guaranteed. Furthermore, none of the the patch.
above methods address tracking of the ROI itself (because The main technical contributions of this paper, besides
they treat the whole frame as the ROI), and do not consider successful application of object tracking to synthetic trans-
frame-to-frame intensity variations. figuration of non-planar and/or mildly deforming objects,

Intensity variations in motion estimation are accounted therefore are: (i) a new method to propagate the mesh
for in [12–14] through the use of contrast and brightness structure from one frame to another without the need for
parameters. However, these methods assume that the same motion estimation at each node of the mesh, described in
intensity variation applies to all pixels; i.e., they do not Section 3.1; (ii) a hierarchical implementation of the mesh
allow for spatial variation in the values of these parameters. refinement process, described in Section 3.2; (iii) incorpo-
It should also be pointed out that the literature on simulta- ration of novel convexity constraints into the search proce-
neous tracking of local motion and intensity variations is dure to preserve the connectivity of the mesh, discussed in
very limited. Section 3.2.1; and (iv) compensation of intensity variations

In this paper, we present a hierarchical 2-D mesh based on a spatially continuous model, described in Section
tracking method (without the need for long sequences) for 2.4. The organization of the paper is as follows: Section
tracking the boundary, local motion, and intensity varia- 2 presents the models employed in the proposed object
tions of an ROI. The results clearly demonstrate the impor- tracking method. The details of the tracking method are
tance of local compensation of intensity variations, as well discussed in Section 3. Synthetic object transfiguration is
as the advantages of a hierarchical mesh model for accurate addressed in Section 4. Finally, experimental results are
object tracking. In our formulation, the ROI, object-to- given in Section 5 to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
be-replaced, in the reference frame is first enclosed by

proposed method in real life applications.

List of Symbols

T, Z A 2-D spatial transformation, ranging in complexity from translation to perspective transformation
H A 2-D affine or bilinear transformation
A A 2-D affine transformation
R Set of real numbers
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x, (x, y) x is a 2-D point, (x, y) are its coordinates
IR(?), Ic(?), Inew Reference and current frames, and the still image of replacement object, respectively
c, h Contrast and brightness parameters
d Logarithmic search step size
a Accuracy of node displacement estimates
D A member of the triangular partitioning of the reference polygon
wi , wb , wc Search window size for inner, boundary, and corner nodes, respectively
G A node of the mesh
S Cost polygon of a node
F Search space of a node
PR , Pc , Pnew Reference, current, and replacement polygons, respectively
MR , Mc Reference and current meshes, respectively
d(?) Kronecker delta function

2. MODELING

is tested, where (x, y) and (u, v) are the coordinates of a
The proposed method for object tracking and synthetic point before and after a spatial transformation, respec-

transfiguration is composed of (i) selection of the reference tively, (a1 , a2) are the translation parameters, and R de-
frame and the reference polygon bounding the ROI, (ii) notes the set of real numbers. If the model (1) is not
fitting a 2-D mesh to the reference polygon, (iii) motion deemed accurate enough to represent the motion of all
estimation at the corners of the reference polygon, (iv) pixels within R, then we consider a translation–rotation–
propagation of the mesh to the next frame, (v) hierarchical zoom model, given by
mesh refinement, and (vi) transfiguration. The reference
frame is selected to be the one in which the view of the
ROI best matches the perspective of the still image of Fu

v
G5 Fa1 2a2

a2 a1
G Fx

y
G1 Fa3

a4
G , a1 , . . . , a4 [ R (2)the replacement object. The reference polygon, which is

completely specified by the coordinates of its corners,
should enclose the ROI as tightly as possible. The global

with the parameters (a1 , . . . , a4). The motion model thatmotion of the reference polygon is described by the dis-
is next in complexity is the 6-parameter affine modelplacement vectors at the corner points, whereas local mo-

tion within the polygon is described by the displacement
vectors at the node points of the 2-D mesh fitted within.
In the following, we present models used in tracking the Fu

v
G5 Fa11 a12

a21 a22
G Fx

y
G1 Fa13

a23
G , (3)

corners of the reference polygon, and tracking the local
motion and intensity variations within the reference
polygon. which adds shear and directional scaling to the translation–

rotation–zoom model. We also consider two 8-parameter
2.1. Motion Models for Tracking the

Reference Polygon

In order to find the displacement vectors at the corner
points of the reference polygon (hence the global motion
of the reference polygon) from the reference frame to any
other frame, we define a region S about each corner point
(see Fig. 1) such that all pixels within S obey a single spatial
transformation T, which may range in complexity from
simple translation to a bilinear transformation. We allow
the corners to have different types of transformation. At
each corner point, first a translational motion model,
given by

FIG. 1. Tracking of reference polygon via its corners. S denotes the
cost polygon of a corner in the reference frame and T(S) denotes itsFu

v
G5 T SFx

y
GD5 Fx

y
G1 Fa1

a2
G , a1 , a2 [ R (1)

deformed version in the current frame.
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two triangles, a pentagon is divided into three triangles,
etc. A reference mesh thus formed will be referred to
as a quadrilateral mesh. A triangular reference mesh is
formed by further dividing each rectangular patch into
two triangle patches.

The basic premise in modeling the local motion by means
of a 2-D mesh is that the motion within each patch can be

FIG. 2. Division of reference polygon to triangular elements. A penta- accurately represented by a single spatial transformation.gon whose corners are marked is divided into three triangles.
This, however, depends on the density of grid (node)
points. Motion uniformity calls for smaller patches (higher
grid point density). However, as the patch size gets smaller,
the accuracy of local motion estimation may suffer. This
is because the likelihood of an erroneous match increasesnon-linear spatial transformations, the perspective and bi-
as the number of data points (i.e., pixels) within a patchlinear transformations, which are given by
decreases. Furthermore, a dense set of nodes would result
in an increased computational load. To satisfy these con-
flicting requirements, we propose a hierarchical meshFu

v
G5

1
a31 x 1 a32 y 1 1 SFa11 a12

a21 a22
G Fx

y
G1 Fa13

a23
GD ,

structure that starts with an initial patch size and succes-
sively reduces the patch size by a factor of two until satisfac-

a11 , . . . , a32 [ R , (4)
tory motion compensation is achieved. The advantages of
hierarchical mesh modeling are (i) the tracking accuracy

and is less sensitive to the initial grid point density, and (ii) the
procedure is computationally more robust and efficient, as
larger local motion can be tracked in less time using larger
patches, and smaller patches can track local motion more
accurately when their initial location is determined byFu

v
G5 Fa1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4
G 3

1

x

y

xy
4 , a1 , . . . , b4 [ R. (5)

larger patches.
The spatial transformation (motion model) to be em-

ployed within a patch is related to the geometry of the
patch. We use affine (3) and bilinear (5) mappings in trian-
gular and quadrilateral patches, respectively. This is be-respectively. Once the most accurate spatial transforma-
cause given three (four) point correspondences (at thetion T* at each corner point is obtained, as described in
respective vertices of patches), the parameters of an affineSection 3.1.1, the displacement vector dC of a corner point
(bilinear) transformation can be uniquely determined byC is computed as
solving a system of three (four) linear equations [15]. The
transformed coordinates of a point within the patch candC 5 T*xC 2 xC , (6)
be subsequently calculated using the affine (bilinear) map-
ping. The choice of rectangular patch with bilinear map-where xC denotes the coordinates of C in the current frame.
ping vs triangular patch with affine mapping depends on
the local surface geometry of the scene objects. The affine2.2. Modeling Local Motion
transformation models 3-D rigid motion of a planar surface
in the image plane under the orthographic projection,We employ a 2-D mesh model to keep track of the local

variations in motion and intensity within the reference whereas the bilinear transformation approximates 3-D
rigid motion of a quadratic surface under the orthographicpolygon. The 2-D mesh, which may be composed of trian-

gular and/or rectangular elements (patches), fitted to the projection [16, 17]. It is important to note that the bilinear
transformation (with rectangular patches) and affine trans-reference polygon in the reference frame will be called as

the reference mesh. We design a uniform (regular) mesh formation preserve continuous image intensity distribu-
tions across patch boundaries (due to their ratio preservingby overlaying the reference polygon on a regular rectan-

gular grid with a predetermined initial density of grid properties [15], a property not shared by perspective trans-
formation). However, the bilinear mapping does not havepoints as depicted in Fig. 2. A number of non-rectangular

patches (e.g., trapezoids and pentagons) may be formed this property when used with arbitrary quadrilateral
patches as straight lines with orientations other than hori-along the boundary of the reference polygon. These are

further divided into an appropriate number of triangles zontal and vertical are mapped onto curved lines under
bilinear mapping.(see Fig. 2). For instance, a trapezoid is divided into
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where hA , hB , hC , and hD denote the brightness parameters
at the nodes A, B, C, and D, respectively, and the coeffi-
cients px and qx are obtained as

px 5
ixG 2 xAi
ixB 2 xAi

5
ixE 2 xDi
ixC 2 xDi

,
(11)

px 5
ixH 2 xAi
ixD 2 xAi

5
ixF 2 xBi
ixC 2 xBi

,

FIG. 3. Interpolation of the c and h, of image points inside triangular
where i?i denotes vector magnitude, and xA , . . . , xG denotein (a) and rectangular in (b) patches.
the locations of the points A, . . . , G, respectively. The
contrast parameter cx at each pixel location x can be com-
puted by replacing hx with cx in (8) and (10).

2.3. Modeling Intensity Variations
2.4. The Mild Deformation AssumptionIn tracking regions corresponding to nonplanar or de-

forming surfaces, it is important to account for variations In the following, we assume that the ROI is not occluded
in the intensity of pixels between the reference frame and by another object throughout the sequence. However, we
the current frame (photometric effects). We assume that allow for mild elastic deformations of the object, defined
the intensity Ic of a pixel in the current frame is related to by the following conditions:
the intensity IR of the corresponding pixel in the reference

(i) There is no self-occlusion, i.e., occlusion due to localframe by
motion within the ROI.

(ii) For every patch in the current mesh there is a corre-Ic 5 cIR 1 h, (7)
sponding patch in the reference mesh, i.e., the ROI moves
in such a way that each patch stays entirely within the

where c and h are the contrast and brightness parameters, displaced reference polygon in each frame of the image se-
respectively. Unlike previous approaches [13, 14], where quence.
a single set of parameters hc, hj is estimated for a block

(iii) The partitioning of the reference polygon (with Lof pixels, we associate a set of parameters with each node,
corners) into L 2 2 triangles is preserved throughout theand bilinearly interpolate the contrast and brightness pa-
sequence. We elaborate more on this condition in Sec-rameters for each pixel within a patch from those of the
tion 3.1.2.nodes of the patch.

For a triangular patch ABC (Fig. 3a), the bilinear inter- An example of an object undergoing mild deformations is
polation for the brightness parameter of a pixel located at the flag shown in the ‘‘Flag sequence’’ in Section 5.2.
x within ABC is given by

3. MESH TRACKING
hx 5 (1 2 px 2 qx)hA 1 pxhB 1 qxhC , (8)

In the following, we provide a detailed discussion of
major components of the proposed method, mesh propaga-where hA , hB , and hC denote the brightness parameters
tion and hierarchical mesh refinement, accounting for in-at the nodes A, B, and C, respectively, and the coefficients
tensity variations in both steps.px and qx are such that

3.1. Mesh Propagation
x 2 xA 5 px(xB 2 xA) 1 qx(xC 2 xA), (9)

Mesh propagation is a two-step procedure for predicting
the locations of the nodes of the mesh in the current framewhere xA , xB , and xC denote the locations of the nodes A,
from those in the previous frame. This prediction providesB, and C, respectively.
an initial estimate for the subsequent process of refiningFor a quadrilateral patch ABCD (Fig. 3b), the bilinear
the locations of the nodes. We group the nodes of theinterpolation for he brightness parameter of a pixel located
reference mesh into three different classes: (i) nodes thatat x within ABCD is given by
are inside the polygon, ‘‘inner nodes’’; (ii) nodes that are
on the boundaries of the polygon, ‘‘boundary nodes’’; and

hx 5 (1 2 px)(1 2 qx)hA 1 px(1 2 qx)hB
(10) (iii) nodes that are on the vertices of the polygon, ‘‘corner

nodes.’’ In the first step, we predict the locations of the1 pxqxhC 1 (1 2 px)qxhD ,
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corner nodes by estimating their displacement from the In this paper, we propose a new indirect method that
has significantly less computational requirements than [18],previous frame to the current frame. In the second step,

we predict the locations of the ‘‘inner’’ and ‘‘boundary’’ when the motion around a corner point can be described
by simpler models than perspective or bilinear mappingsnodes by partitioning the reference polygon into the small-

est number of triangles and using affine transformations and/or has a large translational component but only mild
higher-order components such as rotation, scale, shear,between the corresponding triangles in the current and

previous polygons. The mild deformation assumption, in- etc. The generalized block-matching motion estimation
(GBMME) method [18] always uses an 8-parameter map-troduced in the previous section, facilitates this two-step

procedure by guaranteeing the preservation of triangular ping with four-point correspondences whenever the mo-
tion around a corner cannot be described by a translation.partitioning and the mesh structure throughout the im-

age sequence. Our method handles the translation and higher-order com-
ponents of the motion at a corner separately, which pro-

3.1.1. Corner Nodes vides computational savings and greater robustness. The
proposed method can be summarized as follows:The parameters of the spatial transformations T (intro-

duced in Section 2.1), at each corner point can be found Let 2n denote the number of free parameters in the
by minimizing the MSE criterion selected mapping T and r1 , . . . , rn denote the coordinates

of the search points within S about a corner in the reference
E(T) 5 O

Tx[S
[Ic(x) 2 cIR(Tx) 2 h]2, (12) frame. For example, we have n 5 1 for translational model,

n 5 2 for the translation-rotation-zoom model, and so on.
We select r1 as the corner point itself. The remaining searchwhere IR(?) and Ic(?) denote the intensity distribution in
points may be associated with the vertices of the region S.the reference and current frames (see Fig. 1), respectively,
Let q1 , . . . , qn denote the initial locations that correspondand the parameters c and h are used to model multiplica-
to r1 , . . . , rn in the current frame; which are set to the besttive and additive intensity variations, respectively. Note
locations of the search points corresponding to r1 , . . . , rnthat the MSE criterion is computed within a local region
in the previous frame. Thus, if the previous frame is theS about each node point as depicted in Fig. 1. Minimization
reference frame, we setof (12), in general, cannot be performed analytically and

requires a numerical solution for T. The numerical solution
qk 5 rk , k 5 1, . . . , n. (13)involves the computation of (12) for a set of candidate

mappings T and then picking the one that results in the
minimum MSE. In (12), Tx can fall on an inter-pixel loca- Suppose St 5 2ht 3 2ht and Sr 5 2hr 3 2hr denote the search
tion with non-integer coordinates. In such cases, the image windows for the translational and higher-order compo-
intensity is determined using spatial bilinear interpolation nents of the motion of the corner, respectively, where hr

of neighboring pixel values. For each candidate mapping, and ht are integers such that hr # ht . We employ a multi-
we find the optimal values of c and h using the closed- step logarithmic search with the initial step sizes dt and dr

form expressions given in [13]. given by
There is a direct and an indirect approach to choosing

the candidate mappings in (12). In the direct approach, dt 5 2ht22 and dr 5 2hr22 (14)
one assigns a search space to each parameter of the motion
model, and samples this search space at a rate determined

which ensure that the logarithmic search can cover theby the computational limitations. Each combination of
entire search window. For each combination of the dis-model parameters results in a distinct candidate mapping.
placement vectors d1 , . . . , dn defined asIn the indirect approach, on the other hand, one picks a

number of search points (equal to half the number of
free parameters in the mapping) within the region S, and

d1 5 dt Fi

j
G , i, j 5 21, 0, 1, and dk 5 dr Fi

j
G ,

(15)
associates a displacement space with each search point. The
displacement space for each search point is then sampled at
a rate again determined by the available computational i, j 5 21, 0, 1, k 5 2, . . . , n,
resources. The search points can be, for example, the verti-
ces of the region S. For each combination of search point we have candidate displacements p1 , . . . , pn given by
displacements, a candidate mapping T can be computed
by solving a set of linear equations. When the motion

p1 5 q1 1 d1 ,
(16)model is other than translational, the two approaches differ

in their selection of candidate mappings. pk 5 qk 1 d1 1 dk , k 5 2, . . . , n.
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only tested the 8 nearest neighboring position to the cur-
rent position of the corner in our experiments which is the
N 5 9 case. However, only in N n21 1 (hr 2 log2 a)(N n21

2 1) many of these tests, we need to solve (17), because
the remaining transformations differ only in the parameter
d1 . It should be noted that if the corner displacements
result in a current polygon that does not fit the mild defor-
mation model, i.e., violating the preservation of parti-
tioning and mesh structure assumptions, due to possible
errors in displacement estimation, corner tracking should
be repeated by a different set of search parameters.FIG. 4. Finding a candidate affine mapping T for determining the

motion at a corner. The triplets (r1r2r3) and (d1d2d3) determine (p1p2p3),
which in turn is used to determine the affine mapping T. 3.1.2. Inner and Boundary Nodes

We start by partitioning the reference polygon into the
smallest number of triangles whose vertices coincide with
its corners. That is, a polygon with L corners is partitionedObserve that each search point is displaced by the same
into L 2 2 triangles. We assume that there is at leasttranslational component d1 ; and only search points 2, . . . ,
one triangular partitioning of the reference polygon thatn are perturbed by the increments dk , k 5 2, . . . , n in
is preserved (can be tracked) from frame to frame through-order to center higher-order motion (e.g., rotation, scale,
out the sequence (see the mild deformation assumption).etc.) about the corner point r1 . Next, for each combination
The concept of triangular partitioning and its preservationof the candidate displacements, we solve for T from the
is illustrated in Fig. 5, where Fig. 5a shows a referencefollowing set of equations
polygon and its partitioning into 5 triangles. In Fig. 5b,
the corner nodes of the reference polygon are displacedri 5 Tpi for all i 5 1, . . . , n. (17)
to ha9, b9, c9, d 9, e9, f 9j, forming the current polygon. In
this case, the current polygon allows for the same triangularAn example showing the relationship between T and ri , partitioning as the reference polygon. In other words, thepi , di , i 5 1, . . . , n for n 5 3 (i.e., affine motion case) is
same partitioning results in triangles that are within thegiven in Fig. 4. Once all candidate transformations T are
current polygon, corresponding to their counterparts incomputed, we select T* that minimizes (12) at the present
the previous polygon. Figure 5c on the other hand showsstep of the logarithmic search, and update
a case where the current polygon does not allow the same
partitioning as the reference polygon.

rk 5 T*qk , k 5 1, . . . , n and dt 5
dt

2
(18) In order to reduce the likelihood of the occurrence of

a case as in Fig. 5c, we employ the following algorithm to
partition the reference polygon. Letfor the next step. If dt , dr , we also let

hD1 , . . . , DL22j (20)dr 5
dr

2
. (19)

represent a triangular partitioning of the reference poly-The procedure (15)–(19) is repeated until we reach dt 5
gon, where Di , i 5 1, . . . , L 2 2, denote the triangles indr 5 a, where a specifies the desired accuracy of the loga-
the partitioning. For every possible triangular partitioning,rithmic search. The transformation T* obtained in the last
we find the triangle D for whichstep of the logarithmic search is the estimated transforma-

tion for the present corner.

The estimated transformations, at all corner points, de- area of D

length of the longest side of D
(21)termine the warping of the reference polygon (by means

of corner-correspondence vectors computed from these
mappings) between the reference and current frames. The
total number of transformations T tested by the proposed is minimum. This is the minimum value of half the distance

between any corner of the polygon and the sides of themethod at each corner point is given by N n 1 (ht 2
log2 a)(N n21), where N denotes the number or tested triangles in the partitioning. We then pick the partitioning

for which this minimum value is maximum.positions for the corner point at each accuracy level. We
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FIG. 5. A reference polygon with corner nodes ha, b, c, d, e, f, gj is shown in (a). The nodes are displaced to ha9, b9, c9, d9, e9, f9j, forming the
polygon shown in (b). In this case, the current polygon allows for the same triangular partitioning as the reference polygon. The current polygon
in (c) does not allow the same partitioning as the reference polygon.

Suppose the triangles given by polygons with L 5 4 into two triangles and the correspond-
ing affine transformations A1 and A2 . We note that nodes

Di 5 (smi
, sni

, ski
),

(22) a and c are mapped by A2 and node b is mapped by A1 .
Since affine transformations preserve ratios, if a node is

mi , ni , ki 5 1, . . . , L, i 5 1, . . . , L 2 2,
on the boundary of two triangles, it will be mapped to the
same location by both transformations.where s1 , . . . , sL denote the corners of the reference poly-

gon, make up the triangular partitioning obtained as a
3.2. Hierarchical Mesh Refinementresult of the above partitioning algorithm. We let t1 , . . . ,

tL denote the corners of the previous polygon and let u1 , Mesh refinement refers to updating the node locations
. . . , uL denote the estimated locations of the corners of that are obtained as a result of propagating the reference
the current polygon. We compute the affine transforma- mesh into the current frame. The criterion for updating
tions Ai , i 5 1, . . . , L 2 2, between the corresponding the node locations is to have the image intensity distribu-
triangles in the previous and current polygons, tion within any two corresponding patches in the current

and reference meshes match under an affine transforma-Ai : (tmi
, tni

, tki
) R (umi

, uni
, uki

), i 5 1, . . . , L 2 2. (23)
tion (or bilinear transformation in the case of a quadrilat-
eral mesh) and an intensity variation model. Because anThen, the location nc of a node of the current mesh is
ideal solution to this problem in general may not exist, wepredicted from the location np of the corresponding node
seek a solution that minimizes the mean-squared matchingof the previous mesh by using the appropriate affine trans-
error E defined asformation:

nc 5 A,np ,
(24) E 5

1
N OL

,51
O

x[S,

wfd2(T, , x), (25)
1 # , # L 2 2 such that np [ (tm,

, tn,
, tk,

).

In Fig. 6, we show a partitioning of previous and current where S1 , . . . , SL represent the individual patches in the
current mesh, N denotes the total number of pixels in the
current mesh, and

wfd(T, x) 5 Ic(x) 2 cxIR(Tx) 2 hx , (26)

denotes the warped frame difference between the refer-
ence and current frames after the correction for intensity
variations. We note that the error function (25) has as
many variables as twice the number of nodes in the current
mesh, i.e., one variable for each coordinate of the positionFIG. 6. Corresponding polygons are divided into triangles and the
of a node. Thus, a numerical procedure that tests all possi-affine mapping parameters among each pair is calculated. These mapping

parameters are used to map the nodes of the previous mesh. ble combinations of node positions (within an allowed dis-
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FIG. 7. Depiction of the hierarchical mesh refinement process in the case of two levels. The initial mesh (b) in the current frame is obtained
by propagating the reference mesh (a). The initial mesh (b) is refined into the mesh shown in (c) in the first level of the hierarchy. In the second
level of the hierarchy, the node densities for the mesh in (a) and (c) are increased by introducing additional nodes half way between the lines
connecting the existing nodes, resulting in the meshes shown in (d) and (e). The mesh in (e) is then refined into the mesh in (f). In order to form
the initial mesh (g) in the next frame, the first-level nodes of the mesh in (f) are propagated to the next frame.

placement range for each node) to find the optimum combi- been last visited. Iterations are stopped when there remains
no node whose location needs to be refined (i.e., when allnation (in the sense of minimizing (25)) may be unrealistic

in practice. Instead, we obtain a suboptimum solution by nodes assumed their locally optimum positions), or when a
predetermined maximum number of iterations is reached.successively visiting each node of the mesh and moving a

node to a new position (within an allowed displacement The current mesh is then said to be refined.
Once the current mesh is refined, each one of its patchesrange) so as to minimize the mean-squared matching error

locally. In this case, the minimization is only with respect (and each patch of the reference mesh) is divided into four
smaller patches, and the above procedure is repeated toto two variables—coordinates of the position of the node

being visited—and the matching error is computed only refine the new mesh with a denser set of nodes. Hence the
hierarchical nature of the proposed algorithm. The processover the union of patches whose geometrical definitions

are affected by the movement of the node (i.e., those of increasing the density of nodes and refining the resulting
mesh is repeated until the desired density of nodes ispatches that have the node as one of their corners). This

process of updating (or refining) the location of a node is achieved.
treated in detail in Section 3.2.2. We also elaborate on how
to obtain the aforementioned union of patches for a node
in Section 3.2.1. We call this union region the cost polygon
of the node, as the position of the node is refined based
on the matching error computed over this region only.
Furthermore, we limit the movement of the node to a
subset of the cost polygon called the search space of the
node in order to satisfy certain convexity constraints. We
elaborate on how to obtain the search space of a node also
in Section 3.2.1.

We employ an iterative procedure to refine the locations
of the nodes. In the first iteration, all nodes of the mesh
are visited in the order of inner, boundary, and corner
nodes. In the subsequent iterations, while a corner node
is visited at every iteration, an inner or a boundary node FIG. 8. Triangular patches are deformed by the displacement of

grid G.is visited only if its cost polygon has changed since it has
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the hierarchy has more than two levels, the above process
is simply repeated for the higher levels of the hierarchy,
as well, to obtain the final refined mesh in the current
frame. The initial mesh at the next frame, shown in Fig.
7g, is formed by propagating only the 1st-level nodes of the
final refined mesh (in this case, the refined 2nd-level mesh)
to the next frame. Thus, the mesh refinement process in
the next frame also starts with a lowest resolution mesh
as was the case for the current frame.

FIG. 9. Problems associated with nonconvex cost polygons in case of At this point, we would like to note that the iterative
triangular (a) and rectangular (c) meshes. In case of a triangular mesh, refinement procedure (without any hierarchy) is originally
depending on the location of the node during the search process, two suggested by Nakaya et al. in [7], where they only have
patches can overlap, resulting in an ambiguity for the overlap region

considered inner nodes. We point out the differences indenoted by O, or a region can be mapped out of the cost polygon resulting
the refinement of corner and boundary nodes in Sectionin the outside region denoted O9, as shown in (b). In case of a rectangular

mesh, a convex patch inside the cost polygon can become a nonconvex 3.2.2. In the following, we also propose a logarithmic search
polygon, denoted as Si in (d), during the search process. The shaded process to refine the location of a node, which is signifi-
regions in (b) and (d) indicate the allowed region J for node G. cantly faster than the exhaustive search process of [7].

Furthermore, we provide a recipe for finding the search
space for inner, boundary, and corner nodes in Section
3.2.1. Incorporation of intensity variations (Section 3.2.3)The final patch size used for transfiguration should be

small enough to capture the local motion accurately. How- in the refinement of a node location is another novelty of
the present paper. In addition to improving the perfor-ever, as the patch size gets smaller, the number of data

points in the patch decreases. Thus, in order to lower the mance of the mesh refinement process, the proposed space-
varying model for intensity variations provides a morelikelihood of an erroneous match, the search space (in

terms of the displacement of the node locations) of a patch realistic rendition of image intensities for the purposes of
transfiguration.must be reduced as the patch size gets smaller. However,

a reduced search space requires a good initial estimate for
the patch. In the present method, this is indeed provided

3.2.1. The Cost Polygon and Search Space for a Nodeby the proposed hierarchical approach to refining the node
locations (hence the patches). Before the location of a given node can be refined, a

An example as to how the proposed hierarchical mesh cost polygon and search space associated with the given
refinement process works is given in Fig. 7, where, without node are to be determined. The definition of the cost poly-
loss of generality, a two-level hierarchy is depicted for a gon and search space for a node, and the process for ob-
triangular mesh. For the purpose of clarity, we assumed taining them are presented here for the inner, boundary,
that the corner nodes are fixed. Let the reference mesh be and corner nodes.
as given in Fig. 7a, where the nodes are indicated with
solid circles. Suppose that the current frame is the first
frame following the reference frame. Then, the propagated
mesh (Fig. 7b) in the current frame will be identical to the
reference mesh (fixed-corner assumption). Call this mesh
the 1st-level mesh and the nodes of the mesh the 1st-level
nodes. Suppose that the refined 1st-level mesh is as given
in Fig. 7c. The initial estimate of the mesh in the 2nd-level
of the hierarchy is formed by introducing new inner and
boundary nodes half way between each pair of connected
nodes in the refined 1st-level mesh. The resulting mesh
(Fig. 7e) is called the 2nd-level mesh and the newly intro-
duced nodes are called the 2nd-level nodes. The new nodes

FIG. 10. (a) The cost polygon and the search space. Because the costare indicated by white circles in Fig. 7e. The density of
polygon is nonconvex, it is trimmed. A two-level logarithmic search isnodes in the reference mesh is likewise increased in the
depicted in (b) and (c), where an enlarged version of the search space2nd-level of the hierarchy (Fig. 7d). The locations of both
is shown. The candidate locations for G in the first level of the

the 1st-level and the 2nd-level nodes are then refined to logarithmic search is shown in (b). Candidate locations in the second
obtain the refined mesh in the 2nd-level of the hierarchy. level, eight locations around the best location found in the first level,

are shown in (c).Suppose that the resulting mesh is given in Fig. 7f. When
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region that G is allowed to visit is given as the subset of
the straight line segment joining the two neighboring nodes
of G such that any location on this subset does not result
in overlapping regions or nonconvex patches in the current
and any lower-resolution levels of the hierarchy as pre-
viously explained for the inner nodes. This subset is inter-

FIG. 11. Hexagonal search for a boundary grid using logarithmic sected with a square window of width, say, wb centered at
method.

G to form the search space for G as shown in Fig. 11.

C. Corner Nodes. The cost polygon S for corner G is
A. Inner Nodes. Let G denote an arbitrary inner node defined as the union of those members of the triangular

in a triangular or rectangular mesh, let K denote the partitioning that have a vertex coincident with corner G.
number of patches that are connected to G, and let S1 , Such triangles are warped as corner G is moved during
. . . , SK denote these patches. A search for the refined the search process. Figure 12 shows two different cost
position of G is conducted within the region S 5 polygons for corner G, for different triangular partitioning.
<K

i51Sk , which is referred to as the ‘‘cost polygon’’ of In Fig. 12a, S 5 D1 , and in Fig. 12b, S 5 D1 < D2 . Let K
G. In the case of a triangular mesh, we in general have denote the number of triangles from the triangular parti-
K 5 6 and S enclosed by a hexagon as shown in Fig. tioning that make up the cost polygon S of corner G and
8. Thus, the name hexagonal search as originally was let DG,k , k 5 1, . . . , K denote these triangles. Invoking the
proposed by Nakaya et al. [7]. mild deformation assumption, the triangular partitioning is

The inner node G may not be allowed to visit every preserved, and for every triangle DG,k within S there is a
location in S. This fact is demonstrated in Fig. 9 for cost corresponding triangle in the reference polygon, denoted
polygons in a triangular (Fig. 9a) and a rectangular (Fig. 9c) as DR,G,k . The search space F for a corner node G is defined
mesh. The location of G in Fig. 9b results in an overlapping as a square region with side length wc given as some power
region O and causes a portion O9 of a patch to lie outside of 2, and centered at the corner node G (see Fig. 12).
the cost polygon. The location of G in Fig. 9d, on the other
hand, results in a non-convex patch within the cost polygon. 3.2.2. Refining the Location of a Node
It can be shown that the collection of locations that G is

A. Inner Nodes. Let SR,1 , . . . , SR,K denote the patchesallowed to visit within S forms a convex subset of S that
in the reference frame that correspond to the S1 , . . . , SKcan be easily found given S. This subset will be called as
that are connected to G. The definitions of S1 , . . . , SK varythe allowed region. The allowed region for G is indicated
with the displacement dG of G as shown in Fig. 8. In orderby J in Figs. 9b and 9d (note that J is not necessarily the
to find the optimum displacement d*G of G, we employ thelargest convex region in S). It is always true that when all
MSE criterion defined asthe patches in S are quadrilaterals, the outline of the al-

lowed region itself is given by a quadrilateral whose corners
are positioned at the nodes of the mesh that are linked to

E(dG) 5
1

OK
k51

Nk

OK
k51

O
x[Sk(dG)

wfd2(Tk, x), (27)G as in Figs. 9b and 9d.
Suppose that the current mesh is an nth level mesh, and

that node G is an mth level node (we have m # n). In
addition to the allowed region found for node G in the

where Nk denotes the number of pixels within the patchcurrent mesh, we also find the allowed regions for node
Sk , and Tk : Sk(dG) R SR,k is an affine mapping (3) if ST,kG considering only n 2 1st and lower level nodes of the

current mesh, then n 2 2nd and lower level nodes, and so
on, until mth and lower level nodes. In this paper, we
restrict the displacement of G to the intersection of all the
allowed regions for G and a square window of width wi

centered at G, as shown in Fig. 10a. In the following, this
intersection region will be called as the search space for
G and denoted by F.

B. Boundary Nodes. The cost polygon S for boundary
node G is the union of patches that are connected to G.
Thus, in Fig. 11, we have S 5 S1 < S2 < S3 . However, G FIG. 12. A corner node moves inside a specified window F, of size
may not visit every location in S, and in fact it is required wc . The figure on the right shows how the reference half triangle changes

when the corner is moved.to remain on the boundary of the polygon. The actual
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is a triangle or a bilinear mapping (5) if ST,k is a rectangle. quent level, the step size is halved and the search is per-
formed only at two neighboring points on either side ofThe evaluation of the contrast and brightness terms that
the best location found in the previous level as in Fig. 11.appear in wfd(Tk , x) is discussed in Section 3.2.3. The

optimum displacement d*G is given by the following
C. Corner Nodes. The refinement of the location of a

corner node G is performed using a logarithmic search
process similar to the one employed for inner and bound-

d*G 5 Hminimizer of E(dG) in minimum E(dG) , rE(0),

0 otherwise
, ary nodes. The initial step size d0 is set to wc /4, and then

halved at each subsequent level until it reaches a at the
(28)

final level M 5 1 1 log2(d0 /a), where a denotes the prede-
termined accuracy. For each location of G the definition

where dG 5 0 implies zero displacement for G, and 0 , of each DG,k changes. Let DG,k(dG) denote the definition
r # 1. The value of r is usually set to 1 except when the of DG,k corresponding to the displacement of G by dG. If
ROI contains uniform regions with size comparable to that we define affine transformations Ak : DG,k R DG,k(dG),
of the patches. In that case, the value of r is set to less k 5 1, . . . , K, then the location of nc of a node of the
than 1. The actual value of r is determined experimentally. current mesh inside one of DG,1 ? ? ? DG,K is changed to
We note that the smaller the value of r, the larger must its new location nc(dG) by using the appropriate affine
be the reduction in the MSE in order for the location of transformation:
G to be changed. The parameter r is thus introduced as a
measure against false displacements of G in uniform image nc(dG) 5 Aknc , 1 # k # K such that nc [ DG,k . (29)
intensity regions because of the presence of noise.

Search within the search space for the optimum location
Letof G can be performed exhaustively as suggested in [7].

In this paper, however, we employ a logarithmic search [19]
DG(dG) 5 <K

k51 DG,k(dG); (30)process that results in significant computational savings
especially when the position of G needs to be estimated at

then, the error criterion to find the optimum displacementa fractional pixel accuracy. The logarithmic search process
d*G of G, is defined asemployed in this paper starts with a predetermined initial

step size d 5 d0 selected to be some power of two. Given
d0 and the accuracy a of the search (i.e., a 5 1/2 for half

E(dG) 5
1O

S>DG(dG)?B

NS
O

S>DG(dG)?B

O
x[S

wfd2(T, x), (31)pixel accuracy, a 5 1/4 for quarter pixel accuracy, and so
on) the logarithmic search process will have M 5 1 1
log2(d0/a) levels. The candidate locations for G in the first
level of the logarithmic search are the samples of the search where S denotes a patch in the current mesh, NS denotes
space F with a step size of d0 in both directions as demon- the number of pixels in S, and T : S R SR denotes the
strated in Fig. 10b. At each subsequent level, the step spatial transformation from S to the corresponding patch
size is halved and the search is performed only at eight SR in the reference frame. At the next level of the logarith-
neighboring points around the best location found in the mic search process, we consider the set of nine locations
previous level as in Fig. 10c. This process is repeated until at and around the updated location. The above procedure
the step size becomes equal to a at the Mth level. is repeated for a total of M levels to find the optimum

We note that, for an N 3 N search space, there are location of the corner G. Note that if, during the search,
((1/a2)N 2) candidates for G in an exhaustive search. In the corner moves to a location where the triangular parti-
the proposed logarithmic search process, however, the tioning, contrary to the mild deformation model, is no
number of candidates for G is given by ((1 1 2N /2d0)2 1 longer preserved, then the search is stopped and a new
8 log2 (d0/a)), where x denotes the largest integer not search using a new set of parameters (e.g., smaller wc)
greater than x. Thus, for example, for N 5 9, d0 5 2, and is started.
a 5 1/8, the proposed logarithmic search process is nearly
83 times faster than the exhaustive search process of [7]. 3.2.3. Accounting for Intensity Variations

We account for intensity variations using the relationshipB. Boundary Nodes. The refinement process for a
boundary node is similar to that of an inner node. The Ic 5 cIR 1 h, where c and h are the contrast and brightness

parameters, as discussed in Section 2.3. The method thatcandidate locations for boundary node G in the first level
of the logarithmic search are the samples of the search we suggest for finding the c and h values for each node

modifies the error criterion (27) used in the mesh refine-space F with a step size of d0 along the boundary of the
object polygon as demonstrated in Fig. 11. At each subse- ment process that we have discussed in the previous sec-
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We first find the optimal cG and hG by setting E/cG 5 0
and E/hG 5 0. This yields two linear equations in cG and
hG that can be solved to find optimal c*G and h*G as a
function of Tk. Then the optimal c*G and h*G are substituted
into the error criterion and the resulting function is mini-
mized for TG using the mesh refinement procedure. It can
easily be verified that the optimal parameters have the
following form:

FIG. 13. Obtaining IR,new for transfiguration. The texture within the
replacement object, is mapped into ROI, using the spatial transformation
Z, which is computed from the point correspondences of Pnew and PR . cG 5

1
D

(M1 M3 2 M2 M4)

(33)

hG 5
1
D

(M2 M5 2 M1 M4).
tion. This method applies to inner and boundary nodes
only. In this method, c and h values are allowed to continu-
ously vary for each pixel location inside the cost polygon Here I and Ĩ denote Ic(x) and IR(Tk(x)), respectively, and
during the refinement process. These values are obtained
by bilinearly interpolating the parameters assigned to asso- mx 5 1 2 px 2 qx ,
ciated nodes, as described in Eqs. (8) and (10). Affine or

rx 5 I 2 (pxcGk
1 qxcGk11

)Ĩ 2 (pxhGk
1 qxhGk11

)bilinear interpolation method for triangular or quadrilat-
eral patches, respectively, have been used for the lumi-
nance parameters in order to simplify the problem and get M1 5 OK

k51
O

x[Sk

rxmxĨ, M2 5 OK
k51

O
x[Sk

rxmx,

(34)
two linear equations in two unknowns. Also for triangular
patches the interpolation can be performed very fast using
scan line algorithm which only adds little to the overall M3 5 OK

k51
O

x[Sk

m2
x , M4 5 OK

k51
O

x[Sk

m2
xĨ,

computation. Let G denote the node of interest, and Sk,
k 5 1, 2, . . . , K denote the patches that are in the cost
polygon. The error criterion is as defined in (27) for inner M5 5 OK

k51
O

x[Sk

(mxĨ)2, D 5 M5 M3 2 M 2
4 .

and boundary nodes and (31) for corner nodes.
For the kth patch, cx and hx, is interpolated from the

For corner nodes, a weighted average of c and h values,parameters associated with the corners of the patch. For
calculated on the patches sharing the corner node, area triangular patch, whose corners are denoted by G, Gk ,
used. The weights are determined by the respective areaand Gk11 , if we denote the unknown contrast and bright-
of each patch connected to the corner.ness parameters for node G by (cG , hG), and the parame-

ters of other nodes of the patch by (cGk
, hGk

) and
4. TRANSFIGURATION(cGk11

, hGk11
), cx and hx are calculated as:

The 2-D mesh model describes the motion and intensitycx 5 ((1 2 px 2 qx)cG 1 pxcGk
1 qxcGk11

)
(32) variations of an ROI throughout the given image sequence.

hx 5 ((1 2 px 2 qx)hG 1 pxhGk
1 qxhGk11

),

where px and qx are as defined in (9). Here, the contrast
and brightness parameters (cGk

, hGk
) and (cGk11

, hGk11
) are

assumed to be known a priori. This may not be the case
at the very first iteration of the refinement process. We
therefore initialize the nodes either with the default values
of c 5 1.0 and c 5 0.0, or with the final values of the mesh
determined at the previous frame, when available. For a
quadrilateral patch, bilinear interpolation of parameters
associated with the corner nodes is used to determine cx

FIG. 14. The kth patch of Mc , Mc,k , and the corresponding patch inand hx .
MR , MR,k , are depicted in the figure on the right and left, respectively.

Because introduction of two new unknowns increases The intensity within the intersection of ROI, and the patch MR,k is texture-
the search space by two dimensions in optimizing (27), we mapped into Ic using Hc,k to obtain the intensity of the current frame

Ic,new inside the patch Mc,k .use a pseudo-optimum approach that is suggested in [13].
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FIG. 15. (a) Reference frame, 9th frame, of Quark; (b) reference mesh superimposed on the reference frame; (c) original 1st frame; (d) original
22nd frame; (e) tracked mesh on the 1st frame; (f) tracked mesh on the 22nd frame; (g) self-transfiguration of the 1st frame; and (h) self-transfiguration
of the 22nd frame.

FIG. 17. (a) Replacement polygon overlaid on the replacement object (b) 1st (c) 9th, and (d) 22nd frames of the generated transfiguration
sequence.

The ROI can be transfigured, i.e., replaced by a new object PR . In order to determine the reference frame IR,new of
the new sequence, the replacement object is warped intoto obtain an image sequence containing the new object

going through the same motion and intensity variations as IR as
the original region.

Suppose that the replacement object is enclosed by the
replacement polygon Pnew in the replacement image Inew , IR,new(x) 5 HInew(Z21x), for x [ ROI

IR(x), elsewhere.
(35)

and Pnew has the same number of sides as the reference
polygon, PR . First, a spatial transformation from the re-
placement polygon onto the reference polygon is deter- In certain cases, the object to be replaced has a deforming

surface, such as a waving flag (see Section 5). An ROI,mined. We will denote this transformation as Z : Pnew R

FIG. 18. (a) Reference frame, 1st frame, of the Flag sequence; (b) reference mesh superimposed on the reference frame; (c) original 5th frame;
(d) original 10th frame; (e) tracked mesh superimposed on the 5th frame; (f) tracked mesh on the 10th frame; (g) self-transfiguration of the 5th
frame; and (h) self-transfiguration of the 10th frame.
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therefore, may have deforming boundaries and it may not with curved surface; and (ii) a mildly deforming object, in
be possible to exactly enclose it with a polygon. In such Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. The first experiment is
cases, a polygon that is large enough to contain the ROI an example of replacing an object with a new object, where
is defined as PR. In other words, ROI becomes a proper the sign ‘‘QUARK, 3784’’ is replaced by ‘‘DAY 51, 2465’’,
subregion of PR. This is depicted in Fig. 13. while the second one is an example for augmentation real-

The transfiguration of the ROI in a current frame is ity, where the flag is augmented by the text ‘‘USA’’. In
based on the transformation between the current mesh Mc both experiments, we have used a triangular reference
and the reference mesh MR and is performed on a patch- mesh. Mesh propagation, mesh refinement, and estimation
by-patch basis. The transformation between the kth patch of contrast and brightness parameters are all performed
in Mc and the corresponding mesh in MR is directly in the luminance domain. During transfiguration, the same
computed from node correspondences using the affine set of estimated contrast and brightness parameters are
or the bilinear model, depending on the patch geometry. applied to each color channel. For corner tracking, we used
We refer to the transformation between the kth patch the affine motion model for all corners of the reference
of Mc and the corresponding patch in MR as Hc,k : Mc,k polygon, which was found to be satisfactory in all practical
R MR,k (see Fig. 14). The intensity at position x within cases we dealt with.
the kth patch in the transfigured current frame Ic,new is In order to speed up the numerical minimization process,
thus given by (12) and (27) are computed over a subsampled version of

S after blurring the reference and current frames. The
blurring is employed to incorporate into the error computa-Ic,new(x)
tions the non-sampled pixel values and to reduce the effects
of noise that may be present on the images. The amount

5 HcxIR,new(Hc,kx) 1 hx , for Hc,kx [ ROI

IC(x), otherwise.
(36) of blurring is chosen to be the same for both the reference

and current frames and to be at least as big as the
subsampling factor. Because every patch is divided into
four smaller patches in the hierarchical mesh refinementwhere x [ Mc,k , and the contrast and brightness parame-
process, error calculations are done using larger subsam-ters, cx and hx , are determined as described in Section
pling factors (coarser resolution) at the earlier levels of3.2.3. Once all patches within the current frame are trans-
the hierarchy than at the higher levels (finer resolution).figured, the process is then repeated for the remaining
The mesh refinement process is further speeded up byframes in the image sequence.
choosing larger values for the initial step size, d, andIn certain augmented reality applications, a synthetic
search accuracy, a, at the earlier levels of the hierarchyobject, e.g., a text, is placed inside an ROI so that the
than at the higher levels.placement object appears as if it is a part of the ROI (see

We have evaluated the tracking results on the basis ofSection 5 for an example). This is achieved by transfiguring
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the ROI atonly the part of the ROI where the synthetic object should
a certain frame and its rendering from the ROI at theappear. We illustrate this in Section 5 where we add syn-
reference frame, using the estimated motion, contrast, andthetic text on a waving flag.
brightness parameters (i.e., self-transfiguration), as wellIt is also possible to perform so-called self-transfigura-
the visual quality of the transfigured sequence. For ROItion, which refers to rendering the ROI throughout the
at the current frame, the RMSE is defined asimage sequence from the reference ROI rather than a new

replacement object. In this case, the transfiguration can be
performed by directly using the transformations deter- RMSE
mined during the mesh refinement process. Self-transfigu-
ration facilitates motion and intensity-compensated predic-

5 H 1
oK

k51 ox[Sk
d(Tkx)

OK
k51

O
x[Sk

wfd2(Tk, x) d(Tkx)J1/2

,tion of an ROI, and can be used in content-based video
compression. In the next section, we use the accuracy of

(37)self-transfiguration as a means for evaluating the accuracy
of the proposed tracking method.

where K denotes the number of patches on the reference
5. RESULTS mesh, and x is an image sample point within Sk , the kth

patch of the mesh. The d(y) function is defined as follows:We have applied the proposed tracking algorithm to
image sequences containing real-life motion. We report
the results obtained in case of tracking (i) a rigid object d(y) 5 1 if y [ ROI, and 0 otherwise. (38)



TABLE 25.1. Rigid Object with Curved Surface
Results of Experiments for Quark

We have used the sequence, called ‘‘Quark,’’ in testing
Experiment Average RMSE CPU time (s)the performance of our tracking algorithm in case of a

highly curved, rigid surface. We have compared nonhierar- SINGLE-6 5.82458 2345
chical versus hierarchical mesh refinement, and also ob- HIER-114 5.83108 1435

HIER-123 5.84563 1107served the positive effects of accounting for intensity varia-
HIER-222 5.89567 764tions. Transfiguration results are also furnished. The Quark

sequence is digitized from a video clip obtained by taping
a highly curved, stationary, rigid poster board, containing
the text ‘‘Quark 3784’’ against a textured background, by value of the parameter r is set to unity as the ROI did not
moving a Hi-8 mm consumer camcorder around the poster contain uniform regions whose size is comparable to or
board. We have used 22 frames of the clip, where even larger than the size of the patches. For hierarchical refine-
fields are spatially interpolated to frame resolution (480 ment, the width and the height of the patches at the first
lines and 640 pixels) using directional spatial interpolation (coarsest) level are 120 and 100, respectively. The size of
as discussed in [20]. The 9th frame of Quark, shown in the patches of the reference mesh created at the 3rd (finest)
Fig. 15a, is used as the reference frame. The 1st and the level of the hierarchy is equal to that of the reference mesh
22nd frames are shown in Figs. 15c and 15d, respectively. used in the single-level refinement. The average RMSE,
A rectangle of size 480 3 200, surrounding the text, is defined as the average of RMSEs computed for all frames
chosen as the reference polygon (and ROI). The reference other than the reference frame, is monotonically decreas-
polygon, and the reference mesh used in the single-level ing with respect to the number of iterations and has satu-
mesh refinement experiment, are shown in Fig. 15b. The rated after six iterations of mesh refinement in the single-
patch width and height are 30 and 25 pixels, respectively. level case. We have compared the average RMSE and CPU

We model the intensity variations throughout the se- performances of the single-level refinement with those for
quence by means of only the brightness parameter h; that the three-level hierarchical refinement where the total
is we set c ; 1. The corners of the reference polygon are number of iterations throughout the hierarchy is limited
numbered in a clockwise order such that the 1st corner is to six. In this and other experiments, we have chosen the
at the top right, and the 4th corner is the bottom right. limits for the number of iterations per hierarchy level from
Cost polygons for corners are chosen within the reference a set of possible combinations where the number of itera-
polygon as discussed in Section 3.1.1. Cost polygons for tions monotonically increases from coarse to fine resolu-
the 1st, 2nd, and 4th corners are of size 48 3 48. A 48 tion levels, and the iteration limit for the coarsest level is
lines by 72 pixels rectangle is used as a cost polygon for less than or equal to  N /l, where N is the total number
the 3rd corner. The subpixel accuracy is a 5 1/8 for each of iterations and l is the number of levels.
corner, and the search parameters ht and hr are set to 6 The average RMSE and CPU performances of the sin-
and 4, respectively, corresponding to search windows, St and gle-level and three different implementations of three-level
Sr , of size 64 3 64 for translation, and 16 3 16 for rotation, hierarchical refinement are given in Table 2, where SIN-
zoom, and affine motion. Foreach cost polygon, the subsam- GLE-6 denotes the single-level refinement and HIER-xyz
pling factor used during the search is equal to three, and the denotes a three-level hierarchical refinement where num-
blur kernel used in blurring the frames is 7 3 7. ber of iterations are limited to x, y, and z, in the first

The parameters used in single- and three-level hierarchi- (coarsest), second, and third (finest) resolutions. Although
cal mesh refinement are shown in Table 1, where parame- the average RMSE performances are quite similar, the
ters a, d0 , wi , wb , and wc are as defined in Section 3.2. The CPU advantage of hierarchical refinement is evident from

the results. The insignificant RMSE advantage of the hier-
archical refinement is because of the lack of local deforma-TABLE 1

Parameters Used in Mesh Refinement for Quark tions in the actual surface in 3-D. The single-level results,
at the end of six iterations of refinement, are shown in Fig.
15. The tracked meshes at the 1st and the 22nd frames,

Subsampling Blur and the self-transfiguration of these frames are shown in
Level a d0 wi wb wc factor size Figs. 15e, 15f, 15g, and 15h, respectively. The visual differ-

ence between the single level and hierarchical results is in-Single 1 1/8 2 9 9 9 2 3
significant.level

3-Level 1 1 4 11 11 5 8 11 To show the positive effect of taking the brightness term
hier. 2 1 2 7 7 5 4 7 into account, we have repeated the SINGLE-6 experiment

3 1/8 2 3 3 9 2 3
with c ; 1 and h ; 0. Comparison of RMSE performance
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TABLE 3
Parameters Used in Mesh Refinement for Flag

Subsampling Blur
Level a d0 wi wb factor size

Single level 1 1/8 8 31 31 2 3
5-Level hier. 1 1 16 49 49 10 17

2 1 8 24 24 8 13
3 1 4 12 12 6 9
4 1 2 5 5 4 5

FIG. 16. The improvement achieved by taking the intensity variations
5 1/8 1 3 3 2 3

into account in Quark: RMSE vs frame number, where ‘‘triangles’’ and
‘‘squares’’ denote the cases where intensity variations are and are not
taken into account, respectively.

five-level hierarchical refinement are shown in Table 3.
We again model the intensity variations throughout the se-

versus frame number is presented in Fig. 16 for frames 1 quence by means of only the brightness parameter h; that
through 8 and 10 through 22. is we set c ; 1. The value of the parameter r is set to 0.975

Finally, the text ‘‘Quark 3784’’ is transfigured and re- as the ROI in this case did contain uniform regions (stripes
placed by ‘‘Day 51, 2465’’ using the results of tracking of the flag) with size comparable to that of the patches.
obtained in the case of SINGLE-6 experiment. The re- The average RMSE performance, computed over the
placement polygon on the new object is depicted in Fig. ROI according to (37), in single-level refinement is mono-
17a. The transfigured sequence was obtained as explained tonically decreasing and has saturated after five iteractions.
in Section 4. The results of the transfiguration of 1st, 9th, In the five-level hierarchical refinement, we limited the
and 22nd frames are presented in Figs. 17b, 17c, and number of iterations to a total of 11. In particular, we have
17d, respectively. limited the number of iterations to 2–2–2–2–3 at first,

second, third, fourth, and the fifth levels of the hierarchy,5.2. Mildly Deforming Object
respectively, adding up to a maximum of 11 iterations. The
average RMSE results are summarized in Table 4, forWe demonstrate the performance of the proposed ap-

proach in case of mild deformations. The test sequence is single- versus five-level hierarchical refinement, and with
and without intensity variation modeling. The CPU timecalled ‘‘Real Flag’’ and is obtained by digitizing a part of

a clip obtained by shooting a waving flag with a stationary for five-level hierarchical refinement (not shown in the
table) with a total number of eleven iterations is signifi-motion picture camera. Real Flag contains 10 frames with

720 lines and 870 pixels for each line. The first frame, shown cantly less (by a factor of 3) than that of single-level re-
finement with five iterations. The RMSE performance ofin Fig. 18a, is taken as the reference frame. Because the flag

has deformable boundaries, the reference polygon is chosen the hierarchical implementation is clearly superior to that
of the single-level implementation. Mesh tracking and self-as the entire frame. The ROI in the reference polygon is

taken as the region containing the flag; i.e., the outline of transfiguration results for the five-level hierarchical re-
finement are shown in Fig. 18. Self-transfiguration (overthe flag coincides with the outline of the ROI. The outline

is identified by an interactive contour drawing tool. the ROI) of the 5th frame using the hierarchical refinement
is compared to that obtained using the single-level refine-The patches of the reference mesh has horizontal and

vertical dimensions of 18.125 and 15 pixels, respectively, ment in Fig. 19.
Next, we superimpose the text ‘‘USA’’ on the flag viain the case of single-level refinement. For hierarchical re-

finement, the width and the height of the patches at the partial transfiguration to implement ‘‘augmented reality.’’
The goal is to have the text follow the deformation andfirst level is set to 290 and 240 pixels, respectively. The

mesh created at the 5th level of the hierarchy is equal intensity variations on the flag so that the text appears as
if it were actually on the flag. The replacement text USA,in patch size to the single-level mesh. The values of the

parameters used in mesh refinement for single level and centered within a rectangle, is shown in Fig. 20a. We refer

FIG. 19. Comparison of self transfiguration of the 5th frame of the Flag sequence using hierarchical and single-level mesh refinement: (a)
hierarchically refined mesh, (b) single-level refined mesh, (c) self-transfiguration using (a), and (d) self-transfiguration using (b).

FIG. 20. Results of transfiguring Flag: (a) The replacement text ‘‘USA’’; (b) the quadrilateral Q1 , at the lower right, and Q2 , at the upper
right, shown with corresponding mesh structures within; (c) the new reference frame; (d) original 4th frame; and (e) transfigured version of
the 4th frame.
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TABLE 4
Summary of Results for Flag

Single level Single level 5-Level 5-Level
(SINGLE-5) (SINGLE-5) (HIER-22223) (HIER-22223)
with h 5 0 with varying h with h 5 0 with varying h

Average RMSE 25.5649 14.0429 17.62 8.94364

to this rectangle as Q0 . We particularly want to place the 6. CONCLUSION
text on a highly deforming region of the flag, namely the
lower part of the flag in this case. Such a region, shown in This paper introduced a new algorithm for object
Fig. 20b, is a quadrilateral and will be referred to as Q1 . tracking and synthetic transfiguration, where curved sur-
If the test sequence had contained a frame where an almost faces, mildly deforming objects, and frame-to-frame con-
flat (nondeforming) version of this region were available, trast and brightness variations are allowed. Variations in
we would choose that frame as the reference frame and both the motion (because of curved surfaces and mild
we would use a spatial transformation from the rectangle deformations) and the intensity within the ROI have been
containing USA into Q1 and texture map only the USA tracked by means of a hierarchical 2-D mesh model. Spatial
text into Q1 . In this case, however, a flat version of this transformations-based motion estimation is shown to be
region is not available in the test sequence. To alleviate effective in the case of mildly deforming objects and highly
the problem, we identified a region in the upper left part curved surfaces. Geometric constraints have been intro-
of the flag that is almost flat in the 1st frame (the reference duced to ensure the connectivity of the 2-D deformable
frame). We refer to this quadrilateral region as Q2 (see mesh model. A new interpolation-based model is proposed
Fig. 20b). We want to place the USA text onto the white to compensate for intensity variations over long sequences,
stripe inside Q1 . Therefore, we centered Q2 on a white which is shown to be very effective. Incorporating the
stripe and aligned the upper and lower boundaries of Q2 intensity variations has resulted in superior tracking of the
with the stripe boundaries in the neighborhood. We have object. The computational load of the tracking algorithm
then estimated the parameters of the global perspective has been significantly reduced by the proposed logarith-
transformation between the quadrilateral Q2 and the rect- mic search.
angle Q0 , denoted as Z : Q2 R Q0 . We next estimate the The proposed hierarchical approach to local motion esti-
local transformations that map the reference mesh within mation is efficient because larger areas with insignificant
Q1 onto Q2 , using three-level hierarchical mesh refinement variations in the governing motion model can be tracked
with parameters shown in Table 5. Using these transforma- in less time using larger patches. Those regions containing
tions, and the transformation Z, we place the replacement significant local variations are tracked using smaller
text USA in Q1 , as shown in Fig. 20c. The flag in the 1st patches in a more efficient manner because the estimates
frame, containing the new text, is taken as the reference obtained by the larger patches are propagated as initial
ROI and the new sequence is obtained by performing estimates to the smaller patches.
transfiguration of the flag using the tracking parameters The proposed mesh-based motion tracking method can
estimated earlier. The results are shown in Figs. 20d and also be used in object-based video coding. It is well-known
20e, where the 4th frame of the original sequence and its that mesh-based motion compensation overcomes the
transfigured version are shown, respectively. blocking artifacts observed in international coding stan-

dards at very low bit-rates. In this case, the boundaries
of the moving objects, the displacement vectors, and the
contrast and brightness parameters at the nodes of the

TABLE 5
Parameters Used in Mesh Refinement in

reference mesh need to be sent. The receiver can thenTransfiguration of Flag
reconstruct subsequent frames given this information and

Subsampling Blur the reference frame. Work is under progress to detect
Level a d0 wi wb factor size

and handle self-occlusion with the ROI, and motion
1 1 4 15 15 2 7 estimation and tracking in the presence of more than
2 1 4 9 9 2 3 mild deformations, which are essential in object-based
3 1/8 2 5 5 1 3

video coding.
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